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ABSTRACT

A modified perturbed hard-sphere equation of state, represented by
the Carnahan-Starling equation with the Soave's attractive part, has
been investigated using the Mollerup approach for the energy
parameter a for pure substances. The equation has been extended to
mixtures, for both vapor-liquid equilibria and solid-supercritical fluid
equilibria, using the Boublik-Mansoori equation with the same
Soave's attractive part. The vapor pressure, density, second virial
coefficient, specific heat capacity and enthalpy were examined for
pure substances. The new equation was also able to predict
accurately the vapor pressure of fatty acids. The predictions of both
vapor-liquid equilibria and solid-supercritical fluid equilibria, using
the one fluid van der Waals mixing rules with one binary interaction
parameter, are significantly better than those obtained by cubic
equation of state, especially for large molecules. The predictions for
solid-supercritical fluid systems were improved by incorporating
solute-solute interaction parameters. Density dependent mixing rules
were also examined.

Keywords: Equation of state, Mixing rules, Perturbed hard-sphere,
Solid-supercritical fluid, Vapor-liquid equilibria.

INTRODUCTION

Since van der Waals (VDW)proposed hisequation of state (EOS) more than 120
years ago, numerous attempts have been
made to develop an analytical model of the
EOS using either an empirical or theoretical
approach. Empirical EOSs have been based
partly on the VDW repulsive term while
theoretical EOSs have been based on
repulsive terms described by theoretical
expressions. The Carnahan-Starling equation
(CS-EOS) for hard sphere [1] and its
extension to mixtures by Boublik [2] and
Mansoori et al. [3]represents a considerable
improvement in this area. In order to be
applicable to real fluids. Carnahan and
Starling [4] suggested two perturbation
terms: the VDW perturbation term used by
van der Waals [5]in 1873 and perturbation
term used by Redlich and Kwong[6]in 1949.
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Different perturbation terms were proposed
by several authors (e.g. Beret and Prausnitz
[7], Chen and Kreglewski[8],Donohue and
Prausnitz [9], Brandani and Prausnitz [10],
Aim and Nezbeda [11], Cotterman and
Prausnitz [12], Gernzheuser and Gmeling
[13], Cotterman et.al. [14], Dohm and
Prausnitz [15]). Despite its so far limited
empirical success, the Carnahan-Starling
equation provides a better basis for
developments broadly applicable EOS than
does the popular hard-sphere reference
equation used by van der Waals, Redlich
Kwong, Peng-Rubinson and many other.
These common equations have been
remarkable successful for numerous VLE
calculations for hydrocarbon systems but
their extension to more complex system
has encountered severe difficulties.
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Some studies on the use of emperical
EOS's based on theoretical models such as a
repulsive term, instead of the VOWrepulsive
term, have been published (Oimitrelis and
Prausnitz [16], Bertucco et at [17], Mathias
et al. [18], Wu et al [19], Wogalzki and
Gutsche [20], Ashour [21]. Bertucco et al [17]
investigated the modified Carnahan-Starling
van der Waals EOS (CSV-EOS) and
compared it with the Redlich-Kwong EOS
(RK-EOS)in correlation of binary solid and
liquid data in a supercritical fluid phase. In
some cases, the CSV-EOSwas slightly better
than the RK-EOS,especially in terms of the
physical meaning of the parameters.

Adachi et al. [22] evaluated 16 two-term
(repulsive + attractive) three-parameter EOSs
for the representation of saturation
properties and the high liquid density region
(reduced density < 3) of pure compounds.
They concluded that the VOWrepulsive term
yielded the lower deviation in liquid
compressibility factor and that the Redlich
Kwong attractive term was considered the
best because of its flexibility. In a
comprehensive review, Han et al. [23]
evaluated seven EOSs, cubic and non-cubic,
for the calculation of the VLEof non-polar
and slightly polar substances over a range of
pressures, temperatures and molecular
variety. They concluded that the quality of
EOS representation of VLE was in general
the best symmetric mixtures composed of
similar molecules and the worst for hydrogen
mixtures. The other mixture categories
investigated were generally in between the
two extremes according to the similarity (or
diversity) of the mixture components. They
also reached the same conclusion of Adachi
et al. [22], which states that several cubic
EOSs are found to be effectiveand, in many
instances, better than more complex
equations. However, the usefulness of EOSs
for polar substances is still limited.

Kolasinska [24] covered advances in the
field of empirical EOSs for the correlation
and prediction of fluid phase equilibria
during the period 1980-1985. Anderko [25]
discussed the different EOSs, based on
either the VOWrepulsive term or theoretical
term. He elaborated on the importance of an
accurate representation of pure component

vapor pressure by an EOS. The equation
must be accurate for pure component vapor
pressures in order to be accurate in VLE
calculations. However, this alone is not
sufficient. It is the mixing rules that are
important for phase equilibria calculations,
in addition to pure component properties. He
also concluded that in spite of the progress
made in the field of EOSs, no equation can
simultaneously represent all pure
components and mixtures with satisfactory
accuracy.

Mathias et al. [18] presented an empirical
EOS containing a theoretically realistic
repulsive term (Percus-Yevick EOS),for the
representation ofVLE for high-pressure C02
lemon oil and CO2-triglyceridesystems. Their
equation resulted in somewhat better
predictions compared with Peng-Robinson
EOS. Oimitrelis and Prausnitz [16]presented
a comparison between the modified CSV
EOS and another EOS based on the scale
particle theory proposed by Boublik [2] and
Mansoori et al. [3] with the same VDW
attractive term (BMV-EOS) for VLE
calculations. The Boublik-Mansoori EOS
proved to be superior, especially in the
diluted region. Wu et al. [19] used the BMV
EOS, but the pure component parameters
were estimated as a function of VDWvolume
for fatty acid methyl esters. The
determination of whether the BMV-EOS is
accurate or not is dependent mainly on the
accuracy of solubility data. Malanowski and
Anderko [26] covered the most of EOSs either
cubic or noncubic and other model used for
phase equilibrium calculations. Their merits
and limitations were presented. Aly and
Ashour [27] examined perturbed hard-sphere
EOS. For pure substances, Carnahan
Starling equation with van der Waals
attractive term and this equation extended to
mixtures using Mansoori et al. [3] as a
repulsive term with the same attractive term.
Wogatzki and Gutsche [20] used the BMV
EOS for the prediction of VLE data; the
attractive parameter a for pure component
being into two parts:
Where Pr and Pr are the reduced density ad
pressure, respectively.
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where y = (b P /4) and a(1) = aca (1)

ac = 0.61883 ( R :~c2 J (5)

be = 0.104899

( R ;e J (6)

For temperature-dependent energy
parameter a(1) in Equation 2, the
corresponding parameters a, and b, can also
be derived from the above critical point
constraints:

The co-volume parameter b is taken as a
temperature independent. Equation 6, which
was, derived from the critical point
constraints, namely that the first and second
derivatives of pressure with respect to
density are equal to zero, as given in
Equations 3 and 4:

(3)

(4)

a(T) p 2 (2)I + bp
_ RT Cl + y + y 2 _ Y 3 )

P - P (1- y)3

oP = 0.0
Gp

02 P = 0.0
op 2

THE EQUATION OF STATE
Pure components

The perturbed hard sphere EOS studied
in this work is commonly known as MCSS
EOS and consists of the Carnahan-Starling
Equation [1] a repulsive term and VOW's
term as an attractive term. It can be written
as follows:

attractive term. This equation is referred to
as the MCSS-EOS and was applied to pure
substances. It was extended to mixtures
using the Boublik-Mansoori equation as the
repulsive term and keeping the Soave's term
as the attractive term. This equation is
referred to as the BMMS-EOS. The
temperature-dependent function describing
the energy parameter a, which was originally
developed by Mollerup [38), is used in this
work.

a(T,p) = [aIOJ(T)_ a(l)(TJlexp (- ~, J + a[l)(T) (1)

Parameter a(ol is determined from low
density data, e.g. second virial coefficient,
while the parameter a(J) can be calculated
from vapor pressure data and high-density
PVf data. The prediction of VLE phase
behavior for temary systems was good.

In spite of the fact that many researchers
have pointed out the major weaknesses of
most empirical EOSs in terms of the use of
VDW repulsive term (Henderson [28],
Rowlinson and Swinton [29], Vidal [30],
Oimitrelis and Prausnitz [16],Cuadros et al.
[31), the majority of researchers are still
working on the development of the attractive
term of the model of the empirical EOSs.
This problem is vividly illustrated by the
words of Oimiterlis and Prausnitz [16],who
were of the opinion that "most recent
literature has focused on the tail rather than
the dog". Furthermore, some work is being
done to develop different mixing rules (e.g.
Oahl and Michelsen [32],Wong and Sandler
[33]. Also, Sheng et al. [34] suggested a
mixing rule for the energy parameter, similar
to that developed by Wongand Sandler [33],
together with a new mixing rule for the
excluded volume parameter b and a
generalized correlation for that parameter
was presented. Satisfactory solid-
supercritical fluid equilibrium (SFE)
predictions were obtained for polycyclic
aromatics solids in carbon dioxide. Their
results were however comparable with those
obtained by the van der Waals mixing rules
with multiple unlike pair parameters.
Furthermore, a comprehensive comparison
was recently published of five different
mixing rules for the calculation of phase
equilibria for complex systems [35].Ashour
and Aly(27)and Ashour et al. [37]concluded
that the weakness of phase-equilibria
predictions using EOSs is not only a result of
the weakness of the equations themselves
but may also be a result of the computation
techniques applied. The main objective of
this work was to investigate the validity of a
modified perturbed hard-sphere EOS, in
which the repulsive term is represented by
the Carnahan-Starling equation and the
attractive term is represented by the Soave's
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(7)

An expression for a(Tr,.) was developed
by Mollerup [38}for Soave's EOS:

a(Tr,i) = 1 + /3(1/ Tr,i -1) + yjTr)n Tr,i

+ bi (Tr,j - 1) Tr i ~ 1

performed subjected to the followingphase
equilibrium constraints, including minimum
free energy:

i = 1,nc

from which

a' (l)=h' (0)
a" (l)=h" (0)

where Xl = (T,~i- 1).The constants dl and d2
are calculated from the followingconstraints
[38]:

where f is the fugacity of the component i in
phase I, either liquid or solid and phase Il,
either supercritical fluid or vapor.

Table 1 gives, for 51 components, the
pure component parameters (fJ, r and b) of
the MCSS-EOS, together with the absolute
average relative deviation between the
experimental and calculated vapor
pressures, D.P. The references for the
experimental data of vapor pressure data are
given in Ashour [21}.For oleic acid and fatty
acid methyl esters, the experimental vapor
pressure data are available at temperatures
greater than 373 K. These vapor pressures
were extrapolated to 313 K using a two
parameter equation based on the kinetic
theory of gases [39}. The critical data are
either taken from Reid et al. [40] or
estimated. The impact of extrapolation vapor
pressures affects the accuracy of predictions
as shown in Table 1. It should pointed out
that the minimum vapor pressure is 1.0 Pa
(10-5 bar). As can be seen, the MCSS-EOS
has successfully predicted the vapor
pressures for simple molecules as well as for
strongly non-polar molecules. For instance,
it gives excellent predication for all fatty
acids as demonstrated in Table 1 and
Figures 1 and 2 for both caproic acid and
palmitic acid. The results of predicting the
vapor pressures using the MCSS-EOS are
significantly better than those obtained using
cubic EOSs and the GVW-EOS [21} and
slightly better than modified perturbed hard
sphere using van der Waal's attractive term
[27].

Figures 3-5 show the experimental [41
43} and calculated density for pure carbon
dioxide and ammonia and the second virial
coefficient for pure methane, respectively.

(8)

(9)

( 10)

(11)

In order to avoid negative values at
higher reduced temperatures, extrapolation
of a(Tr,i) in Equation 7 can be performed
using the following expression at Tr greater
than one (i.e. above the critical temperature):

_ III [(TCXP _ Teale)2 (PCXP _ peale)2]
Q-L, 2 + 2

i=J (J" T (J" P i

and

d 1 = d,1 - 13, - Y ~

The pure component parameters
(fJ, y and 5) are fitted to vapor pressure
data by minimizing the objective function
represented by the followingequation:

where T and P are temperature and vapor
pressure and (J is the standard deviation.
The vapor pressure data fitting was
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Figure 1 Relative deviation of experimental vapor
pressure from calculated values at different
tempemturc for caproic acid

Figure 3 Density prediction for carbon dioxide
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Figure 2 Relative deviation of experimental vapor
pressure from calculated values at different
temperature for palmitic acid Figure 4 Density prediction for ammonia

Mixtures
The MCSS-EOS (Equation 2), was

extended to mixtures usmg Boublik
Mansoori Equation [2,3] as a repulsive term
plus the same VOW's attractive term. The
resulting equation is referred to as the
BMMS-EOS. It has the general form for the
reduced Helmholtz free energy as given below

The density prediction, as displayed in
Figure 3 and 4, show the same trend as that
obtained using the same EOS but with
different attractive term as was presented by
Aly and Ashour [2].As can be observed, the
prediction is accurate except at low
temperatures and high pressures in the
liquid region. Similarly, Figure 5
demonstrates accurate predictions for the
second virial coefficient of methane.
Furthermore, the MCSS-EOS predicted
accurately the enthalpy of methane even in
the saturated areas. It also succeeded in
predicting the specific saturated ammonia
and the results are physically meaningful.
The last results are not shown because of
space limitations.

Ar = A rep + Aprer

The expressions for Arep and APert are:

A "P ( 3 ~E ) Y • ( ~ : ) ( ~ : )-- = --------- + --~-
RT (1 . Y ) (1 _ Y )2

+ ( ~: - 1 ) In (1 - Y )

(13)

(14)

and
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A P'" a--= --in Cl + bp)
RT RT

(15)
were computed using the maximum
likelihood to minimize the followingobjective
function:

parameters D,E and F are defined as :

Here, NA is Avogadros number and p is the
molar density.

For a mixture of ne components, the
followingquadratic mixing rules were used:

where kij are dimensionless interaction
parameters.

The following density-dependent mixing
rules, according to Mohamed and Holder
[44],were also examined:

(22)
m

nv
{zexp-col

} 2

Q
II I, JZ i, j

2
i = 1

j = I (J
;. J

where nu is the number of independent
variables, Z[J are the measured variables and

cri~j are the statistical variances associated
with the measured variables. In this method,
the objective function was minimized subject
to the phase equilibrium constraints
including the minimum Gibbs free energy as
described by Ashour and Aly [27].
Essentially, this method allows all
experimental values to float within
prescribed variances, thereby giving the best
possible fit of the VLEdata.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental VLE data were selected in

different classes of polar, non-polar and
highly associated compounds, represented
by 11 binary VLEsystems displayed in Table
2. As can be seen, the test systems consist of
one symmetric mixture, four symmetric
mixtures (starting with argon- neopentane
and ending with CO2 -fatty acid methyl
esters), four alcohol-containing mixtures and
one acetone-containing mixture. It may also
be observed that the experimental data
covers a wide range of temperature, pressure
and molecular variety.

The values of binary interaction
parameters were calculated for each binary
mixture by minimizing the above objective
function. The optimum interaction
parameters determined in this way were
used in the final computation for comparison
with the experimental data. The maximum
likelihood method together with this objective
function was adapted in this study.

(20)

(21)

(19)

(18)

( 17)

(16)

E = ~ X.(J 2L.- ' I
;,.,1

a = ~ ~ x x r;;-;;- (1 - k .. )~L-. I J'1u,Uj u
t=l j=1

nc

F = L Xi(J,3
I-I

The pure component parameters are
taken from Table 1. The one fluid van der
Waals mixing rules, represented by Equation
20, both with and without the solute-solute
interaction parameter, k22 and the density
dependent mixing rules, represented by
Equation 21 were evaluated in this study to
extend the pure component parameters to
mixtures. The binary interaction parameters

where x, is the mole fraction, crI is the hard
sphere diameter of molecule i and ne is the
number of components. The reduced density
y is defined as y = (bP /4) with

2

b=~xb=-JrNFL"3 A
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Table 1 Physical property data and pure component parameters

Component

Tc (Kl
Pcill(barl ~

Argon

150.8648,98-0,0040,169933·081
Nitrogen

126.2033.900,0400.139186-067
Hydrogen

33.2012.%-0,220-0,047605-0.2832
Feorn 13

302.0039.080.1770.178241-0792695
CO,

304.273.800.2250,807143-2.321906
Methane

190.5846.040,0080,065342-0.492551
Ethane

305.4248,800,0980,067002-0.419757001
Propane

369.8242.490.1520.049761-0.315561-0.182152
Butane

425.1737.970.1930.113297-0.538135-0.18215'2
Pentane

469.6533.690.2510.173915-0,1142850188416
n-Hexane

507.8530.:\10.2960.216646-0.1745820241057
n-Octane

568.8324.860.3940.037882-0,042056-077465901
n-Decane

618.4521.230,485·0,137321-0,898483-1.926068014
Neopentane

433.7531.670.1970.504369-1.67505315462220,101
Ethylene

282.4050.400.0850.065597-0.365465-0,012725021
Benzene

562.1648.980,2120.228680-0,8386570.437134014
Water

647.13220.60.3440.049360-0.355375-0.413192029
Ammonia

405,5113.50.2500.052936-0.276368-0.3449470,12
Methanol

512,6080,890.5590,249803-1.7054170.6700795.4
Ethanol

513.9061.400.6440,521236-1.1559010.5084840,84
Acetone

508.2047.010.3090.537561-1.5341931.5669490.6
Toluene

591.8040.990.2630.998651·0,386651-0.2073200.43
Tell'aline

719.0035.100.3030,132119-0.7054170.670079.053

1-Methylnaphthalene

172.0036,000.3100,124141-0,8649160.3336741.01
Decanediol

778.8925,]51.3304.536569-4.14251410.0??oo1.70

Biphenyl

789.0038.0",Q0.3640.099199-0.6297930,0946780.16

Naphthalene

748.4040.530.3030,379455-51.5937054.040780,31
Anthracene

883.0028,900.455-0,9177202.862873-4,3815890.29
Phenanthrene

890.0033.330.4290.130242-1.0004700.3206160.27

Pyrene

748,7826.060,8351.023883-6.3201925.7003182,12
Fluorene

820,8029.930.406-0.1447630.643659-1.353962O.ll

Benzoic acid
752.0045,590.620·0.3779051.632783·2,7715510.28

2,3· 0 imethylna phthalene
773.4530.050.5000.285970-1.5738501.0178340,29

2,6 -Dimethylna phthale ne
781.7830.050.5100.811644-4.133943.9271270.03

Fatly acids Caproic
663.0032,000,608-0,2430111.967241·3.2570691.38

Caprylic
694.0027,000,754-0.1249991.614992-2.889690.61

Capric
726,0021.000.854-0.2859392,911129-4.1575640,82

Lauric
733.5019.100.934-0.6179304.276001-5,9129169,7

Myristic
755.3016.701.0183.272296·12.79327113.5625920.67

Palmitic
174.2214.271.0270.46989-0.6041369-0.6180160.41

Stearic
801.4013.601,0790,611817-1.022456·0.0640670.84

Oleic
817.7513.851.085·2.6247498.426664·10,8515611.9

Methyl esters Caproate
583.5027.800.481-0.413451.359237·2.8837890.41

Caprylate
632.5023.100.5691.247775-5.3545485.0012221.9

Caprate
670,5019.800,6540.104992-0.0545048·1.0381741.3

LaUl'ate
714.7017.300.731-0.0495630.5542274-1.7327786.89

Myristate
730,7015,400,8160.079592·0.3298532-1.1041941.7

Palmitate
792,0013.800,8910.710930-0.7109301-0,7296520.69

Stearate
788.6012.600.9630.388799-1.7583140.4366491,7

Oleate
810,1012.800.9530.012765·0.1312525-1.240953.9

Linoleate
813.9013.100,9430.135076-0.8214317-0,5081752,9
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Table 2

Binary VLE systems

System

Binary system
Temperature

Pressure range (bar)
Reference

ID
(K)

[

Argon - neopentane 323.1511.09-250.62 45
1I

Hydrogen - n-hexane 277.5968.90-689.40 46
III

C02 - benzene 298.158.90-57.34 47
IVa

C02 - n-decane 344.368.85-164.50 48
IVb

C02 - n-decane 377.60103.40-127.30 48
Va

C02 - methanol 298.152.18-61. 26 49
Vb

C02 - methanol 313.155.77-80.58 49
VI

C02 - ethanol 304.2037.50-72.20 50
VIIa

Methanol - ethanol 373.152.46-3.53 51
VIIb

Methanol - ethanol 414.158.87-10.83 51
VIII

Ethanol - water 363.150.73-1.58 52
lXa

C02 - propane 310.9313.01-69.12 27
IXb

C02 - propane 344.2626.46-67.29 27
Xa

Propane - methanol 313.103.50-13.23 27

Xb
Propane - methanol 343.104.20-25.30 49

Xc
Propane - methanol 373.108.80-42.80 27

XI
C02 - acetone 313.1510.05-74.13 27

Xli a
Acetone - water 308.150.18-0.45 27

XlI b
Acetone - water 373.151.11-3.68 36

XIII a
C02 - methyl stearate 313.1594.50-134.40 36

XIII b
C02 - methyl stearate 323.1581.30-163.20 36

XlII c
C02 - methy stearate 333.1589.90-178.80 36

XIIId
C02 - methyl stearate 343.15127.50-197.30 36

XIVa
C02 - methyl oleate 313.1572.10-116.50 36

XIV b
C02 - methyl oleate 323.1579.80-130.00 36

XIVc
C02 - methyl oleate 333.1587.30-148.80 36

XlVd
C02 - methyl oleate 343.15100.50-200.00 36

XVa
C02 - methyl linoleate 313.1548.70-125.26 53

XV b
C02 - methyllinoleate 343.1541.38-200.41 53

very accurate predication were obtained for
all systems investigated. The rms average
relative deviation is defined as:

where np is the number of experimental
data, z is the measured variable (P, T, x and
y).

The performance of the BMMS-EOS
presented in Table 3 and Figures 5-11. For
each binary mixture, we present the binary
interaction parameters, using both the
quadratic one fluid mixing rules and the
density-dependent mixing rules and the root
mean square (rms) average relative deviation
between experimental and calculated
pressure, I1P, liquid composition, I1x, and
vapor composition l1y. The temperature
predictions are not shown in Table 3 since

t. Z =
(_I J [f ( Z;cal :xpz ,eJ<P J:]np ,=1 z;

(23)
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Figure 5 Second virial coefficient for methane
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Figure 7 Calculated and experimental VLEfor
Hydrogen n-hexne at 277.59 I';:

••""trlane
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- BMMSfOS
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Figure 6 shows the predication of VLEfor
the argon-neopentane system, which
consists of molecules of different sizes. As
can be seen, the BMMS-EOS accurately
predicts both vapor and liquid compositions.

Figure 6 Calculated and experimental VLE for argon /
neopentane at 32.15 K

(BMMS-EQS)363.15 K
Ethanol-waler

Mo'e fraction of ethanol

Figure 8 Experimental and calculated vapor - liquid
equilibria for ethanol - water system

o.·ol-----o-.•----o- .•---~o':".•----:'o.':".---~

Representation of the equilibrium
behavior of these asymmetric systems poses
a challenge on account of the significant
difference of hydrogen from the other
component in the mixture in terms of
molecular size, energy and other properties.
The results of predicting VLEphase behavior
for the hydrogen -n-hexane asymmetric
system significantly better than the other
published equation of state [36].

The results displayed in both Table 3 and
Figure 8, for the ethanol-water system at
363.15 K, clearly show the advantage of
using the density-dependent mixing rules,
compared with the traditional quadratic one
fluid mixing rules for such a strong

100.9o.~ 0.8

Mole fracUon Argon

0.2

Expllll'nentaJ CakaJaltd
• Roger. and Prau.nlz. - BMMS EOS

(1\l71)

0.0

Studies of VLE for mixtures containing
hydrogen have been intensive in recent
years, due to the development of coal
liquefaction and other sinful processes. New
experimental data have become available at
high temperatures and high pressures.
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(BMMS-EQS)

10

o
o

deliver better predictions for the vapor
phase.

The effect of incorporating a solute-solute
interaction parameter in one fluid van der
Waal's mixing rules to account for the
association of acetone in the mixture is
illustrated in Figure 10 for the CO2 -acetone
system. As can be seen, the liquid
composition prediction by the BMMS-EOS
shows a significant improvement for this
system throughout the whole pressure
range. However, this behavior did not hold
for other highly associated systems, such as
propane-methanol and CO2-methanol, as
demonstrated by Ashour and Wennersten
[54].

"" .

.., CO2 - Methanol
•. Ex~nSD.a.tA1 datA.

80 KalayAnla e~ al .. UJ76
__ n.ft_~ 4~o.d.nt; CD.Udn.rul_

~ - OD. lJu.,idv.n d_ W•• J. lI:Q.UdD. rul •••

10

313.1 K

The experimental SFE data for the CO2 

palmitic acid system, at different
temperatures and pressure, were taken from
four different literature sources (Kramer and
Thodos [55), Bamberger et al. [56), Ashour
121), Ohgaki et al. [56]. It should bee noted
that the variability in solubility data obtained
by different research groups underscores the
importance of some experimental variables
such as the sample purity, build-up and
clogging of lines and values with heavy solid
or liquid, density inversion or failure to
achieve equilibrium in the system and
entrainment of the solute in the supercritical
fluid phase (Ashour [21], Dimitrelis and
Prausnitz [57], Maheswari et al. 158].

Figure 10 Experimental and calculated vapor -liquid
equilibria for carbon dioxide - methanol
system.;..

(BMMS -EQS)

,
0.6 0.1 O.B 0.9

Mole 1raction of methyl lino/ale

"'l
0.•

190 C02 - linolate
.•. Erperim..neul d.t.ft.

Adam. at AL. 198ft.
- Ono nuid vtu1 dcr Waale miJl'lnAe ruloa

Figure 9 Experimental and calculated vapor - liquid
equilibria for carbon dioxide - methyl linoleate
system

Figure 10 shows the VLE predictions for
the C02 -methanol system using both
quadratic and density-dependent mixing
rules. This system is one which
demonstrates the advantage of the density
dependent mixing rules as shown in Table 3.
It may be noted that the liquid composition
predictions are similar for both mixing rules,
but the density-dependent mixing rules

posystem. As can be observed, the BMMS
EOS, using the latter mixing rules, failed to
reproduce correctly the phase behavior in
both the liquid and vapor phases especially
near the azeotropic point. On the other hand
applying the density-dependent mixing rules
gives predictions which are significantly
better in both phases throughout the whole
pressure range.

Figure 9 shows the calculated and
experimental VLE for the systems CO2 
methyl linolate at 313.15 and 343.l5"K. The
BMMS-EOS predicts the VLE within the
whole range of pressure for this system well.
The results demonstrate the predictions of
the disparate molecules system consisting of
carbon dioxide and of methyl esters acids. As
can be seen, the equation predicts quite well
the VLE at 313.15 K, but the predictions are
less accurate at higher temperature of
343.15 K, especially for the liquid
composition.
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NOMENCLUTURE
Helmholtz free energy
equation of state parameters
constants defined by Equation 8
parameters defined by Equations
16-18, respectively
fugacity
binary interaction parameters
Avogadro'snumber
Number of components
Number of experimental data
points
Number of variables
Pressure
Objective function
Universal gas constant
Temperature
Volume
mole fraction of liquid phase
mole fraction of vapor phase and
reduced density
measured variable
compressibility factor

z
Z

u
x
y

F
k, 1
NA

Ne

np

nu

p
Q
R
T

A
a, b
d
D,E,F

Greek letters
a parameter in Equation 7
f3 , r , t5 pure component parameters
L1 root mean square average relative

deviation, Equation 23 molar
density

(J standard deviation in Equation 11
and hard-sphere diameter in
Equations 16-18

representation of VLE was best, in general
for asymmetric mixtures composed of similar
molecules and the worst for hydrogen
mixtures. The other mixture categories
investigated in their work were generally in
between the two extremes, according to the
similarity (or diversity) of the mixture
components.

For phase equilibria predication, the
BMMS-EOS gives goo results using the
quadratic one fluid mixing rules for systems
consisting of disparate molecules such as
CO2-methyl esters of fatty acids. These
predictions were improved for some systems
using either the same mixing rules. These
improvements were demonstrated for
systems such as C02-acetone (VLE)and
C02-palmitiCacid (SFE),respectively.

./

3Ui.0lI K

0.'

(BMMS-EQS)
313.15K

0.'

./ Slll.OOK/
/"

.-"",'

.
. ._- 313.1~K

00 •.•tluid vao dt'f Wuu.
rr:i.:onnt' r"JI•.• , KlCl :Ill Q 0

Ofl,C lJui~ v.rt 1:.T W •• l.
mll:tl'lrr-o)l"., K..t:t __ 1>0..

• '£xperhn .•ot:el d.ta.
K"taYIUIl_ .t .1.. 19'76

...,jt.b .oluw·.ohd" par.ro ••.•r
without 1lO1ute·.oluc. param.t.er

CP2 • Acetone

0.'

lllOLOO

BMMS-EOS

JU~rtrm::]lJIt d•.t~
•. H.m~tC1(t"I"d ai., 1:.lt!-6

• ~hOW'. 198!1
• 1<t'IlJ);U 'lnd ·rb:.I<~IH' l~M

C02 - Palmitic acid

:L
o 0.2

f).(11

~
••.~·s-;;
0-''0

0.01c C.;zuco..="c::E
0

60

PreSRUre. bar
Figure 12 Experimental and calculated vapor - liquid

equilibria for carbon dioxide - acetone
system

Mole frac.1ion of acetone

Figure 11 Experimental and calculated vapor - liquid
equilibria for carbon dioxide - acetone
system

CONCLUSION
The proposed BMMS-EOSinvestigated in

this work is an extension of one proposed by
Carnahan and Starling. The new extension
involves making the van deer Waals
parameter a a function of temperature. In
doing so, a number of new substance specific
parameters are introduced, leading to
improved accuracy of the equation. It did
yield excellent results for vapor pressure
predictions as well as phase equilibria at
high pressures. The equation failed, however,
to predict phase equilibria at low pressure.
This result supports the conclusion of
Anderko [21] that a better representation of
pure component properties does not
necessarily ensure an improvement in
prediction the phase equilibria for mixtures.
The result also resembles the conclusion of
Han et al. (23)that the quality of the EOS
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t/J fugacity coefficient
OJ acentric factor of pure component

Superscripts
cal calculated value
exp experimental value
L liquid state
Pert perturbed
R reduced
Rep repulsive
S solid stat
V vapor

Subscripts
C critical property
i,j components 0 mixture
r reduced
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